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Smart Host Microcontroller for Optimal Battery
Charging in a Solar-Powered Robotic Vehicle

Tomás de J. Mateo Sanguino and Justo E. González Ramos

Abstract—This paper focuses on the design and construction
of an optimization charging system for Li–Po batteries by means
of tracked solar panels. Thus, the implementation of a complete
energy management system applied to a robotic exploration vehicle
is put forward. The proposed system was tested on the VANTER
robotic platform—an autonomous unmanned exploration vehicle
specialized in recognition. The interest of this robotic system lies
in the design concept, based on a smart host microcontroller. On
this basis, our proposal makes a twofold significant contribution.
On the one hand, it presents the construction of a solar tracking
mechanism aimed at increasing the rover’s power regardless of its
mobility. On the other hand, it proposes an alternative design of
power system performance based on a pack of two batteries. The
aim is completing the process of charging a battery independently
while the other battery provides all the energy consumed by the
robotic vehicle.

Index Terms—Li–Po battery, mechatronic system, photovoltaic
(PV), robotic vehicle, solar tracker.

NOMENCLATURE

C1 Capacitor in parallel between PV system and
charger.

Ich Current at the charger input.
IL Current through the load system.
IMPP Current of the PV panel at the maximum power

point.
Isc Short circuit current.
n Number of panels in the PV system.
Pbat Power consumed by the battery during charging.
Pmax Maximum power of a PV panel.
Ps Power supplied by a PV panel.
Pschottky Power consumed by the protection diode of a PV

panel.
Rint Internal resistor of a battery.
RL Test resistor for battery charging and

discharging.
t Time for battery charging and discharging.
ton Backup time for a battery.
ttrans Time for the battery switching.
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Vch Voltage at the charger input.
Vcutoff Cutoff voltage for the battery discharging.
Vcv Battery cells voltage.
Vend Maximum voltage for the battery discharging.
Vint Voltage drop across Rint .
VMPP Voltage of the PV panel at the maximum power

point.
Voc Open circuit voltage.
Vs Supply voltage of the PV system.
Vup Protection condition voltage for battery

charging.
x Lighting difference between each pair of

photosensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOLAR power systems in autonomous robotic vehicles have
been often used for some years. A real example is the So-

journer rover, in which most of the supplied energy is generated
by a reduced-size photovoltaic (PV) panel [1]. However, in case
of scarce to no solar light, the rover should minimize consump-
tion, since its batteries in line could not be recharged when
depleted [2]. The use of rechargeable batteries in a space mis-
sion was used for the first time in the Mars Exploration Rovers.
Nevertheless, the need for greater operation autonomy by Spirit
and Opportunity was solved by means of larger deploy solar
panels [3]. This solution works as the basis for the design of
solar panels for the future ExoMars mission. This rover, thanks
to its high-efficiency ultrathin-film silicon cells constructed on
carbon-fiber reinforced plastic, is capable of providing higher
power [4], [5]. NASA designs inspired different generations of
exploration vehicles [6]. This is the example of K9, a rover
for remote science exploration and autonomous operation [7];
field integrated design and operations, an advanced-technology
prototype by Jet Propulsion Laboratory for long-range mobile
planetary science [8]; and Micro5, a series of robotic vehicles
devised for lunar exploration [9]. As its main design advantage,
this rover series has a dual solar panel system coupled to an
assisted suspension mechanism. This prevents the manipulator
arm mounted on the middle of the rover from having to min-
imize solar panel-generated power and allows it to dust solar
panel surface.

Other robotic exploration vehicles have also been developed
in academic spheres. This is the case of SOLERO, developed by
the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, which reached
optimal energy consumption by a combination of a smart power
management and an efficient locomotion system [10], [11]. On
the other hand, the Carnegie Mellon University developed Hy-
perion, a rover in which the major technological milestone was
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